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Abstract. Let P be a finite biprefix code and let >t: = (9, S) be the syntactic transformation 
semigroup fts:r of P’. We show that if e ES is an idenpotent, then the ts X, = (Qe, eSe) CORS~~+S 
of partial one to one maps. We also show that any ts of partial one to one maps divides a ts ci 
partial one fto one maps which is the syntactic ts of a finite biprefix code. 

1. Introduction 

Let A be a finite set. A subset P of the free semigroup A” is a prefix if P 17 PA + = 0. 
A suffix is defined dually and a biprefix is a set rvhich is both a prefix and a su%x. 
A prefix P is complete if P’ fl WA’ #0 for all w E.A’. 

It is well known that the subsemigroup P’ generated by a prefix 1’ is free. In 
fact, P+ satisfies the following condition: If w E 14+ and P*w f7 PC # 0 then w E P’+, 
An important tool for studying P+ is the syntactic semigroup S(P”). We recall that 
S(P’) is the Quotient of A” by the largest congruence such that P’ is a union of 
classes. This study was initiated by Schutzenberger in [lo] and we refer the reader 
to Chapter 8 of [3] for basic results. We also re(za:i Kleene’s theorem which states 
that a subset & of A+ is rational (i.e. regular) if anl;J only if S(L) is finir:e, 

Recently there have been a number of results showing how an arbitrary finite 
semigroup divides a semigroup of the form S(P’ ) where P is a rational prefix code. 
Indeed Schutzenberger shows [1 l] that any fini;e semigroup is a subsomigroup of 
S(P+) where P is a complete rational biprefix. In [6] Pin proves that any semigroup 
divides S(P’) for some finite prefix P, a~ result tlat is refined in [7] and is]. 

Qn the other hand, it ir; well known that a finite complete prefix is a biprefix if 
and only if S = S(P’) is n&-simple, [3]. That is, for all s E S, there is an ryt such that 
S* is in the minimal ideal of S. It is easy to show that a finite semigroup S is 
nil&;lple if and only if eSe is a group for all idempotents e E S. 
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In view of these results, it isI reasonable to ask if every finite semigroup S divides 
S(l’“‘.) where P iis a finite biprefix. The main result of this paper shows that this is 
not true by proving that if P is a finite biprefix, then eS(P’)e is a subsemigroup 
of rtn inverse si=migroup for any idempotent e E S(P’). More generally, if X = 
(Q, S(P”j) is the syntactic transformation semigroup (ts) of P+, then Xe = 
(& eS(P’>e) is an injective ts. That is each transformation of Xe is partial one-one. 
W<? call such a ts, locally injective. 

Let A = {a, b$. We remark that the syntactic ts of P+ = {a, ba}+ is locally injective, 
so that the converse of the above result is not true. We will show however,, using 
the techniques of 173, that any injective ts divides the syntactic ts of a finite biprefix. 
For other results on injcctive biprefixes see [2), [8], and [S]. 

M undefined notions and terminology can be found in [I] or [3). In particular, 
an A-automaton & = . d Q, A) is a partid function u” 1< k + Q where Q is a finite 
set. The ts of & is the pair X = fC2, S) whereS is the semigroup generated by the 
partial functions in A. . 

2, The main result 

Let A be a finite set and let P E A’ be a rational prefix. Let & = (Q, A) be the 
minimaf automaton of P+. We recall that there is an i E Q such that P” = {w 1 iw = i}. 

Kore generally if q E Q, let dq =b’w~A+Iqw=q}. Let P~={v~A*~uA’flPf8) 
and let Pw ={u EA*IA’v t7 P#@. 

kmrna 1. Let P be a finite? prefix wd let & = (Q, A) be the minimal automaton of 
P”. If u E &for some q E Q, then v = xdy for some x E PO, d E P”, y E P$x. Furthermore 
yx E PU(I). 

&oof. We recall that the states of ti are the sets of the form s-‘P+={w ISW E P”} 
f,or s E P~z and that i y.= P’. Let q = s-‘P+. Since P is finite, there e:uists a prefix x 
of v such that sx E P \J {l}. Therefore, x E Pu. f,ee d be the longest prefix of x-l v 
such that d G P*. Then v = xdy for some y E I%. Furthermore, qx = i and iy = q 
and it follows that yx E P U {I}. El 

Broposition 2, Let P be a finite biprefix and let & = (Q, A) be the minimal automaton 
01 F l Suppose there are q, q’ E Q, dznd v E J& n &+ If there is w E A* such that 
qw = g’w # 0, then q == q’. 

Proof. ‘Since & i:; transitive, we can assume that. qtt’ = q’w = i the state stabilized 
by P”*. By Lemma 1, u factors 
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where 

X,X% Pw, d, dk P”, y, Y’EPO, yx, y’xkPU(a). 

It fG% “vvs that iy = (I, iy’ = 4’. By our assumption on w, we have yw E P* and 
y’w E P’ , Without loss of generality, there is z E A* such that y’ = zy by (1). 

Therefore y’x’d’y’w E P*. But, 

y’x’d’y’w = y’x’d’zyw. 

Since y’x’dk P*, it follows that zytu E I%* since P is a prefix. Using the fact that P’ 
is a suffix and yw E P*, we have z E P*. 

Thusq’=iy’=ky=iy=q. n 

Let X = (Q, S) be a ts. If e E 3 is ~q idempotent, let Xe = (Qe, eSe). X i:; injective, 
if each s ES is partial one-one. X is 10~alEy injective if XC is injective for all 
idempotents e E S. 

Theorem 3. Let P be a finite biprefix and let X = (Q, S) be the syntactic ts of P+. 
T%en IX is locally injective. 

Proof. Let & = (Q, A) be the minimal automaton of P+. Then X is the ts of .& 
and S = S(P+) is the syntactic semigroup of P+. Let q : A++ S be the syntactic 
morphism. Let e =e2ES and let vEe+? Assume that there are q, q’ E Qe and 
sEeSesuchthatqs=q’s#(b.LetwEs~-‘.Thenqv=qandq’v=q’since{q,q’}c 
Qe. Therefore v E J& fk& gnd since qw = q’~ # 0 .Proposition 2 implies that 
q=q’. El 

Corollary. Let P be a finite biprefix. If the syntactic ts X = (Q, S) of P’ is a 
transform&ion monoid, then X is injective. 

Proof. By the above X = X1 is injective. a 

We nGw show that any injective ts X = (Q, S) divides the syntactic ts of a finite 
biprefix. We first recall some results from 171. 

Let & = (Q, Z) be a C-automaton, with Q = (1,. _ . , n}. Let A = (a}UYs wit& 
(z ti C. The prefix P(d) = {a *&a 2”-2’a 11 -Z i s n, CT E ,E, icr # B)) if; called the Pin Code 

of J&T. 
The following appears in [7]. 

Theortdm 4. Let X be the ts of Ir;4, and let Y be the syntactic ts of P(d)‘. 7?‘zen X 
divfdes Y. 1, 

Lemma 5. The ts Xof & is an injective ts if and only if P(.$) is a bipre,fix. 
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Pr~loY’,, First note that X is injective if and or& if each CT EC induce:3 an injective 
function on Q. Furthermore a2’ga 2”--2io is a sufix of I: %a 2n-2rT if and only if o’ = 7, 
i 4: i and iu =-: ju. Therefore, X is injcctive if and only if P(d) is a biprek. E 

P,emma 5 was zt!so observed by Pii1 (private communication). 

Yl2leere~ 6, If & is an irljective aur’omaton, thert so is the minim.al automaton of 
P(Jl) +* 

Pr&, lLet Y == (P, A; tie the minimal automaton of P(&‘. In /;7] it is shown that 

P - (4j 1 -m c j s 2,“) where m = ‘ff,‘trx (2” - 12’“) 

ia#8 

~j=(42')-'P(&)+, @CJiG2" 

and 
q_j =‘- a’p(&)*, 1 Si S m. 

Furthermore 

! 
4i?-l 

w = 
if j i- 1 ~2 2”, 

unde&ed otherwise 

and if de S, 

! 

q-2”+2”” ificrffjandj=2‘, 
4P” 

misdefined otherwise. 

It follows elasily from these result:;, that if each (7 E C induces an in ject.ivle function 
on Q, then each letter of A induces an injective function on P. a 

CoroLlag I. Every injective ts divides an injective ts which is the sptacti~ ts of a 

finite biDrefix. .- 

ReAzall that a variety of finite semigroups is a collection of finite semigroups 
closed under division and direct product. A variety of rationa:/ languages is a 
c:r%llection 1.71 rational languages closed under union, complemen’tation., quotients 
nnd inverse morphism. Elilenberg’s Theore.m sets up a one to one correspondence 
between varieties of finite semigroups and varieties of rational languages. See [1] 
and 133 for details. 

Foljlowing Pin [7] we :say that G variety V of rational languages is &scribed by 
a class %’ oE prefixes if V is the smallest variety containing P’ f!or a31 P E %I. Let 
.Ippt be the variety of rational languages corresponding to the variety & of semi- 
groups generated by inverse semigroups. 

oaollary 2, 9n is described by its finite biprefixes. 
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Proof. Let S&z. Then S divides an inverse semigroup T. As is well known, T 
has a faithful representation by injective functions on ?* The results now follow 
from Corollary 1 and Eilenberg’s Theorem. L7 

If X is a finite subset of A+, define the complexity Xc of X to be the complexity 
of the semigroup S(X’). See [12] for an exposition of complexity theory. 

The following is proved in [4]. 

Theorem 7. The complexity of X is less than or equal to card(X). 

If X is a biprefix we have 

Theorem 8. Let X be a finite biprefix. Then Xl: 6 1. 

Proof. Let Y = (P, T) be the syntactic ts of X ‘. By Theorem 3, Y is locally injective. 
In particular, the transformation monoid 2’ does not divide Y. Recall that 2’ has 
two states and the identity map and the two constant maps as transformations. It 
follows from the results of [ 1, Chapter a], thlat Y% 6 1. Since Yc = Tc, the theorem 
is proved. 0 

3. Some open problems 

(1) Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a finite prefix P to be such that 
the syntactic ts of P* is locally injective. 

Any finite biprefix and any finite very pure prefix is locally injective. .B.E Fin 
(private communication) has given the following construction of locally injective 
finite prefixes. Let A and B be alphabets and let f :A+* B’ be a non-trivial 
morphism such that Af is a complete biprefix. 

Let P be a finite very pure prefix. Then Pf is a locally injective prefix which is 
neither a biprefix nor very pure. Are all finite locally injective prefixes which are 
not very pure nor biprefix obtained this way? 

(2) Let LIn be the variety of semigroups S such tinat eSe divides an inverse 
semigroup for all idempotents e E S. Is LIn described by its finite prefixes? 

The author has constructed an automaton Ed L= (Q, 2) such that the ts of & is 
locally injective, but the syntactic ts of P(&)- is not locally injective. A positive 
solution to this problem would be useful in a.pplying the theory of prefixes to the 
complexity theory of ts where locally injective ts’s play an important role. 
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